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Public debt in LIEs has risen and vulnerabilities remain high
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Public debt has increased and vulnerability has risen 

Source: WB/IMF LIC DSA Database. 
Note: Figures as of end-June 2020.Source: IMF, World Economic Outlook, Oct. 2019 



Public debt in LIEs has risen and vulnerabilities remain high
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The composition of external PPG debt has shifted towards costlier and 
riskier sources of finance

Source: World Bank, International Debt Statistics 2020 Source: World Bank, International Debt Statistics 2020 



Public debt in LIEs has risen and vulnerabilities remain high
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IDA countries continue to tap international capital markets with 
investors requiring more transparent information

Source: Bloomberg 
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COVID-19 impacted public debt sustainability
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 In the period leading to the crisis, half of all IDA-eligible countries were already in debt distress or at 

high risk of external debt.

 The crisis has deepened their vulnerability:

 Uncertainty in the macroeconomy has increased and fiscal buffers diminished 

 Remittances and exports have declined sharply, and 

 Capital markets have seized up, raising borrowing costs and financing risks.



COVID-19 Crisis Presents Immediate Challenges for Debt Managers
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World Bank Designed a Crisis-response Framework for Debt 
Managers…
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Crisis Management Framework designed for debt managers, available here

http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/154651591215488206/COVID-19-Debt-Management-Response-060320.pdf


… and introduced immediate and just-in-time technical assistance 
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Debt transparency is critical to prevent debt crisis, achieve sustained 
inclusive growth and meet development objectives
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 Greater transparency enables creditors and borrowers to evaluate debt sustainability and take
informed decisions on the volume, terms and conditions of financing.

 It acts as a preventive mechanism for emerging risks, formulating debt strategies, and building early
warning systems.

 Borrowing countries require reliable debt information to make informed borrowing decisions.

 Creditors, donors, analysts, and rating agencies need it to assess sovereign creditworthiness, and
to appropriately price debt instruments.

 Debt transparency allows citizens to hold their policy makers accountable.



Public debt in LIEs has risen and vulnerabilities remain high
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Yet, less than one-third of IDA countries publish comprehensive public 
debt reports

 Less than half of IDA countries meet the minimum requirements for debt recording and less than
one third for monitoring of guarantees and debt reporting.

 IDA countries at low risk of external debt distress (only 16 percent of total) account for 66
percent of all debt reports published.

 Less than 10 percent of FCV IDA countries publish public debt reports.

 SOE debt is likely underestimated in official databases because of insufficient recording and
monitoring due to lack of capacity and governance issues.



Public debt in LIEs has risen and vulnerabilities remain high
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Yet, less than one-third of IDA countries publish comprehensive public 
debt reports

Source: World Bank, Debt Reporting Heat Map, 
https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/debt/brief/debt-transparency-report



Contingent liabilities are a growing source of concern, and
information on state-owned enterprise debt is limited
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PPP Investments in LIEs by Regions
(cumulative change)

Source: World Bank Private Participation in Infrastructure Database.
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CG: central government; EB: extra-budgetary funds; PG: publicly 
guaranteed; NG: non-guaranteed SOE debt
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Debt management capacity building is critical to support countries’ reform
efforts, as demonstrated by the experience of the Debt Management Facility 1/
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DeMPA Debt Transparency Indicator
(% of C Scores or Better)

Source: DMF Secretariat

1/ Based on 10-year DMF Retrospective 
2008-2018
2/ Survey administered to DMF-eligible 
countries

Debt management capacity has 
significantly increased during DMF 

implementation 

• Countries that received DMF TA in 
the form of a MTDS or Reform Plan 
mission were more successful in 
implementing reforms

• DMF interventions informed an 
average of 70 percent of the reforms 
implemented by DMF-eligible 
countries in five areas: legislative 
changes, institutional setup of 
DMOs, development of the domestic 
debt market, and preparation of the 
debt management strategies (DMS) 
and DSAs 2/

• The MTDS methodology and toolkit 
has been a game changer in 
supporting the development and 
implementation of DMS

• Debt transparency indicators have 
improved, despite gaps

A decade of DMF debt 
management capacity building 

related to supporting debt 
management reforms reveals:

• It is essential to tailor TA to country-
specific circumstances with a strong 
emphasis on ownership and 
coordination within and across 
agencies in beneficiary countries

• Reforms take time and sustained 
engagements are needed 
particularly in LICs and fragile states 
that are capacity constrained

• TA needs to be expanded beyond 
the central government to address 
debt-related contingent liabilities 
and enhance public debt 
transparency

• Some important debt management 
challenges are beyond the scope of 
technical staff
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DeMPA Debt Transparency Indicator
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Debt management capacity has 
significantly increased during DMF 

implementation 

• Countries that received DMF TA in 
the form of a MTDS or Reform Plan 
mission were more successful in 
implementing reforms

• DMF interventions informed an 
average of 70 percent of the reforms 
implemented by DMF-eligible 
countries in five areas: legislative 
changes, institutional setup of 
DMOs, development of the domestic 
debt market, and preparation of the 
debt management strategies (DMS) 
and DSAs 2/

• The MTDS methodology and toolkit 
has been a game changer in 
supporting the development and 
implementation of DMS

• Debt transparency indicators have 
improved, despite gaps

A decade of DMF debt 
management capacity building 

related to supporting debt 
management reforms reveals:

• It is essential to tailor TA to country-
specific circumstances with a strong 
emphasis on ownership and 
coordination within and across 
agencies in beneficiary countries

• Reforms take time and sustained 
engagements are needed 
particularly in LICs and fragile states 
that are capacity constrained

• TA needs to be expanded beyond 
the central government to address 
debt-related contingent liabilities 
and enhance public debt 
transparency

• Some important debt management 
challenges are beyond the scope of 
technical staff

Outreach activities to 
Parliamentarians and auditors 
is planned
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Public debt in LIEs has risen and vulnerabilities remain high
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The Debt Management Performance Assessment published has been 
significantly enhanced and methodology is being revised

 World Bank has made increasing efforts for countries to publish their assessments in line with
an increased focused on debt transparency

 DeMPAs for 35 different countries are publicly published

 https://www.worldbank.org/en/programs/debt-toolkit/dempa

 2015 DeMPA methodology is being revised:

 Will systematically track granular information embedded in each performance indicator and
better track progress

 More detailed guidance will be provided throughout assessment

 Enhanced communication of DeMPA scores

https://www.worldbank.org/en/programs/debt-toolkit/dempa


Debt Policy

Recent Knowledge Products
Debt Management Toolkits

Public Sector Debt Definitions and Reporting 
in Low Income Developing Countries
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/224681581453
793348/Joint-Bank-Fund-Note-on-Public-Sector-Debt-
Definitions-and-Reporting-in-Low-Income-Developing-
Countries

Collateralized Transaction
http://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/pt/689561580497
778132/pdf/Collateralized-Transactions-Key-
Considerations-for-Public-Lenders-and-Borrowers.pdf

G20 Diagnostic Tool
http://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/en/12392157469
9529934/pdf/G20-Operational-Guidelines-for-Sustainable-
Financing-Diagnostic-Tool.pdf

Sustainable Finance Development Policy -
SDFP
https://ida.worldbank.org/debt/sustainable-development-
finance-policy

Debt Service Suspension Initiative - DSSI
http://www.worldbank.org/debt/dssi

A framework for managing government 
guarantees
http://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/en/4446215
90552809834/pdf/A-Framework-for-Managing-
Government-Guarantees.pdf

Scenario Analysis Tool for assessment and 
monitoring of government guarantees 
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/3
3812

Debt Management Monitor 2011-2019
https://documents.worldbank.org/en/publication/docu
ments-
reports/documentdetail/384801593634259487/debt-
management-monitor-dmf-country-profiles-debt-
management-technical-assistance-2011-2019

Debt Reporting Heatmap
https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/debt/brief/debt-
transparency-report

Upcoming: DeMPA Methodology 
Revision

Macro modelling
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http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/224681581453793348/Joint-Bank-Fund-Note-on-Public-Sector-Debt-Definitions-and-Reporting-in-Low-Income-Developing-Countries
http://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/pt/689561580497778132/pdf/Collateralized-Transactions-Key-Considerations-for-Public-Lenders-and-Borrowers.pdf
http://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/en/123921574699529934/pdf/G20-Operational-Guidelines-for-Sustainable-Financing-Diagnostic-Tool.pdf
http://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/en/444621590552809834/pdf/A-Framework-for-Managing-Government-Guarantees.pdf
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/33812
https://documents.worldbank.org/en/publication/documents-reports/documentdetail/384801593634259487/debt-management-monitor-dmf-country-profiles-debt-management-technical-assistance-2011-2019
https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/debt/brief/debt-transparency-report


Thank you
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